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ABSTRACT 
 
Although English and Greek are both Indo-European languages, they are not particularly 
closely related, nor have significant numbers of speakers of the two languages been in 
close contact in prehistoric or earlier historical times. Still, some contact effects can be 
discerned involving these two languages, mostly lexical in nature. There are a few 
relatively old loans in English (as early as Chaucer) and a large number of loans in 
various lexical domains (e.g. science and sports) in recent decades. Many such loans have 
entered English via French or Latin though ultimately of Greek origin. In some instances, 
as with the compounding involving Greek roots that is possible in medical and chemical 
terminology, Greek has brought a feature into English that is not widely instantiated, if at 
all, with native vocabulary. Finally, some consideration is given to the effects of English 
on Greek, including among Greek immigrants to largely English-speaking countries. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
English and Greek share some affinity in that both are members of the Indo-European 
language family, but within Indo-European, they are not particularly closely related. Nor 
is it the case that at any point in their respective prehistories were speakers of Greek and 
speakers of English in close contact with one another, and such is the case throughout 
most of historical times as well. Thus the story of language contact involving English and 
Greek is actually a relatively brief one. 
 However, the languages have not been inert over the centuries with respect to one 
another and some contact effects can be discerned. For the most part, these involve loan 
words, as there are essentially no structural effects (though see below) and in many, if not 
most, instances, as the following discussion shows, the loans are either learned 
borrowings that do not even necessarily involve overt speaker-to-speaker contact, or ones 
that only indirectly involve Greek, being ultimately of Greek origin but entering English 
through a different source. 
 
2. Loanword evidence 
 
Most of the loans from Greek that have made their way into English are relatively recent 
(i.e. post-15th century) learnedisms and technical vocabulary that have generally been 
coined outside of Greek but draw on Greek morphemes. For instance, many of the so-
called inkhorn terms that stirred up usage-related controversy among scholars and 
language commentators in the 16th and 17th centuries, e.g. Thomas Wilson, who wrote 
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against their use in his 1560 work The Arte of Rhetorique, were classically inspired 
coinages, e.g. anacephalize ‘to recapitulate’ (from Ancient Greek (AGrk) ana- ‘again’ + 
kephal- ‘head’, thus a Hellenized version of re-capit-ulate, from Latin re- and caput- 
‘head’). And, in the technical arena, one can cite the word telephone, dating from the first 
half of the 19th century for various signaling devices (e.g. one that used musical notes), 
and only later coming to be applied to the electricity-based device invented later in the 
century, and actually composed in French out of the Greek-derived elements tele- (AGrk 
tēle- ‘far’) and phone (AGrk phōnē ‘voice, sound’), thus ‘sound from afar’. Note also 
medical terminology, such as cardiomyopathy (AGrk kardia ‘heart’ + my- ‘muscle’ + 
path- ‘suffer’), otorhinolaryngologist (AGrk ōt- ‘ear’ + rhin- ‘nose’ + laryng- ‘larynx, 
upper part of windpipe’ + logo- ‘reckoning, discussion’ + -ist- ‘one-who VERBs’ 
[agentive suffix]), or electroencephalography (AGrk ēlektro- ‘electrum (silver-gold 
alloy)’ + enkephalo- ‘brain’ (from en- ‘in’ + kephal- ‘head’, thus the ‘brain’ as ‘(that 
which is) inside the head’). See also below for other technical vocabulary from Greek. 
 Even with these recent Greek-based additions to English vocabulary, there are some 
relatively old loan words in English that derive ultimately from Greek, but which have, as 
far as English is concerned, a more proximate source in French, via Latin, or in Latin 
directly. Among the words of this type still in use in present-day English are oyster 
(ultimately from Ancient Greek ostreon), and emerald (ultimately from Ancient Greek 
smaragdos, itself a borrowing into Greek from some eastern source (cf. Sanskrit 
marakatam)), both attested in English as early as the 14th century. A similarly early loan, 
found in Chaucer, is (sal/gum) armoniak ‘Salt of Ammon’, a rock salt used in tin-plating 
iron and in dyeing / gum of Ammon, a resin used in medicine and as a cement, and its 
later form (sal/gum) ammoniac, both ultimately from Ancient Greek ammōniakon 
‘having to do with (the Libyan region of) Ammonia’, with the –r- in the Chaucerian 
forms perhaps due to an unetymological association with Greek harmonia ‘joining, 
fastening’. In some instances, these loans are now quite restricted in use or even obsolete, 
e.g. purpure ‘purple’, now found only in heraldic contexts, or pepon ‘watermelon, 
gourd’, ultimately from Greek pepōn ‘ripe (melon)’, or smaragd(us) ‘precious bright 
green stone’; note that later, altered forms of these particular words remain in use today, 
specifically purple and pumpkin (whose inner-English source, pompion, is attested first in 
the 16th century; see the Oxford English Dictionary for details on this and the other 
words.). It is also the case that immigrant communities of Greeks in some countries 
have been robust and large enough to bring about the introduction on a local basis of 
some loanwords, mainly having to do with food items and with entertainment. Tamis 
(2005: 140–141) notes, for instance, that the significant Greek communities in Australia 
(numbering more than 300,000 speakers in all) have influenced the local variety of 
English to the extent that  
 
 

words such as spanakopita [‘spinach pie’], fetta [‘a type of goat’s milk cheese’], 
souvlaki [‘lamb kebab’], fyllo [‘thin layers of pastry’], kalamari [‘squid’ (usually 
eaten fried)’], bouzouki [‘a typical Greek stringed instrument’], taramas [‘fish-roe’ 
(the basis for a spread)], [and] saganaki [‘a fried cheese dish’] … now constitute part 
of the vocabulary of many Australians.  
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A similar observation can be made about Greek in the United States, where food terms 
such as feta and musaka (for the typically Greek eggplant-and-ground-meat casserole 
dish with a béchamel topping) are commonplace, as is the gyro (shaved lamb or beef 
wrapped with vegetables in a pita); this last is commonly given the spelling pronunciation 
[dʒajrow], as opposed to Greek [jiro], but in its Greek pronunciation it may be the source 
of the American dialectal term (chiefly northeast) hero, as applied to a type of thick 
sandwich on a long roll.  Regarding gyro, this etymology is disputed, but even if hero 
(sandwich) is instead a metaphorical extension of the common noun hero (i.e., a “heroic 
sandwich”), then it still has a Greek source, as hero in that sense derives ultimately from 
the Greek noun hērōs. 
 Going beyond mere lexical additions, it can be noted that Greek has also provided 
English with some very productive word-formation affixes, though once again the 
proximate source is either Latin or French; among these is the suffix -ize, used in forming 
verbs from nouns (e.g. diphthongize), including some that are not necessarily of Greek 
origin (e.g. terrorize), and adjectives (e.g. brutalize), ultimately deriving from the Greek 
verb-forming suffix –iz. Since English has other means of forming such verbal 
derivatives, e.g. the native –en suffix used to form verbs from adjectives or nouns (cf. 
quick/quicken, height/heighten) this suffix did not change anything structurally about 
English but rather added to the resources that the language already had. 
 In a few instances, though, it can be said that the Greek loans have offered a new 
structural possibility to English, in the rather limited sense that Greek in certain sectors of 
vocabulary allows for rather productive compounding with stem forms, as opposed to the 
productive compounds with whole words found with native elements, i.e. those not of 
Classical Greek (or Latin) origin. Such constructs are especially common in the names of 
chemicals and in some of the medical terminology mentioned above. 
 For instance, in otorhinolaryngologist, the first three elements form a “copulative” (or 
“dvandva”) compound, linking a stem X together with a stem Y and creating a compound 
meaning ‘X and Y’; this is a compound type that is not widely instantiated in English 
with native material, so this represents an addition to the English compounding 
repertoire. Further, while English can form long compounds (however odd the semantics 
might be), from strings of words, i.e. forms that can occur independently, such as 
telephone book cover designer assistant ‘someone who assists a person who designs the 
covers of telephone books’, Greek material allows for such compounds from stems, i.e. 
from forms that are special combining forms of independently occurring words. As a 
complex example that hints at the productivity that these patterns can take, one can cite a 
collection of related forms such as encephalograph ‘an image of the brain’ (cf. English 
(of course, from the Greek) encephalon ‘brain’ (in anatomical usage), encephalography 
‘imaging of the brain’, electroencephalography ‘electronic encephalography’, and 
electroencephalographologist ‘a specialist who studies electroencephalographs’). 
 The same can be said about chemical names, which adhere to the naming conventions 
of the IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) and can be very long, 
since they are connected with the chemical’s molecular structure, as can be seen in the 
following constructed example, where the non-numerical pieces are Greek in origin: 1,3-
dimethylamino-3,5-propylhexedrine (cf. Greek di- ‘two (combining form), methyl- 
‘(coined by a German chemist but based on Greek methy ‘wine’ + hylē ‘wood; 
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substance’), amino- (a modern neologism but based ultimately on Greek ammōnia with a 
suffix that may be Latinate but with a parallel in Greek), propyl- (a modern coinage but 
based on Greek pro- ‘fore-, hex- ‘six’, edr- [from Greek hedra ‘seat’, but used in 
chemical names due to the plant ephedra]), and –ine [see above regarding amino-]). One 
might well argue that such a name is not a compound in the strict sense but rather a 
phrase of some sort, but an actual chemical name that seems clearly to be a single 
compound word of some complexity and that has parts entirely of Greek origin is 
bromochloroiodomethane (a carbon that has attached to it a bromine, a chlorine, an 
iodine, and a hydrogen atom); in this case the Greek elements are, respectively, brōmos 
‘stink’, chlōros ‘light green’, iōdēs ‘violet-colored’, and even the suffix –ane to a certain 
extent, as it is based in part on a Greek suffix, having been invented as part of a series of 
chemical suffixes. 
 These compounds occur in highly restricted sectors of the lexicon, but at the same 
time, it cannot be denied that they represent forms that are available to at least some 
speakers of English, and in that sense they must be counted as English lexemes that occur 
and as patterns that must be taken into consideration in any account of the structure of 
English. 
 
3. Effects of English on Greek 
 
Given the focus of this handbook, for the most part the attention here has centered on the 
effects—which as noted, are mostly lexical—of Greek on English. Still, it is worth noting 
that there are two areas in which the contact involving the two languages yields cases of 
the influence of English on Greek. 
 First, numerous English loanwords of fairly recent date are to be found in Greek as 
spoken now in Greece, the country with some 10,000,000 of the roughly 12,000,000 
speakers of the language world-wide. The largest number of these loans began to come 
into Greek during the middle of the 20th century. Some very recent examples from sports 
and computer terminology include nouns such as gol ‘goal’, faul ‘foul’, basket 
‘basketball’, klik ‘a click’, and derivatives such as fasfud-aðiko ‘fast-food restaurant’ 
(with the suffix –aðiko to indicate an establishment) and verbs, formed with the highly 
productive verb-forming suffix –ar–, such as klikaro ‘I click (on a webpage button)’, 
skaiparo ‘I use Skype’, guglaro ‘I google’, and tsetaro ‘I chat (via computer)’, among 
many others; note the phonological nativization of chat to an initial dental affricate, 
inasmuch as standard Greek does not have a palatal affricate. 
 In some instances, inflectional material has been incorporated into the loan, as in klips 
‘clip’, an indeclinable form in Greek, thus with –s even in the singular, but with the 
English plural suffix as part of the form, whereas occasionally the English –s is (properly) 
restricted to the plural in Greek, as with to test ‘the test’ but ta tests ‘the tests’ (as 
discussed in Joseph 1992). Some of these words are more properly termed 
“internationalisms” as they are of widespread occurrence in languages of the world so 
that, even if English might be the ultimate source, it is not necessarily the case that they 
entered Greek directly from English. Many of these have been nativized morphologically 
in Greek, so that the plural of the neuter noun sidi ‘CD’ is the perfectly regular sidia (cf. 
spiti ‘house’, plural spitia). 
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 A second way in which English influence can be found on Greek is in the form of 
immigrant Greek in predominantly English-speaking countries, e.g. in the United States 
and in Australia. Significant numbers of loanwords, for instance, occur in these varieties 
of Greek that do not occur in the Greek of Greece, e.g. karpeta ‘carpet’ in the United 
States. These have been catalogued, as far as the Greek spoken in early-to-mid-20th 
century America is concerned, by Lontos (1926), Macris (1955), and Swanson (1958). 
However, there are effects that go beyond the lexical domain. Seaman (1972: 113) notes 
considerable code-switching in the Greek spoken in America, as well as phonological 
adjustments in Greek in the direction of English, e.g. occurrence of schwa (1972: 128), 
while Tamis (2005: 141) notes, without giving any specifics, that in Australia “English 
influences Greek in almost all linguistic subsystems” and terms the resulting variety of 
Greek an “ethnolect” in that it is “used by an ethnic community in a language contact 
situation”. 
 
4. Concluding remarks 
 
Both Greek and English have long and rich literary, scholarly, and cultural traditions 
associated with them, and thus each in its own way has been at various times in a position 
to exert some influence on the other. That there has not been more such influence is 
largely a matter of the accidents of history and geography, so that the fact that there has 
been any such influence at all is striking. 
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